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Each bug on the list of words is hidden in the box. Can you find all the words for this insect word game activity? Looking forward, backward, up, down, and spicily (on slant). Circle each one as you find and cross it from the list. We found HORNET for you. Having trouble finding all the words or just
wanting to check if you're right? See the answers to this word game here. Proceed to the next page for fun-brewing log insect activity. For more crafts and activities, try: Animal Crafts for KidsKids Craft Activity If the rainy game activity is so enjoyable, children may not want to wait for the next downpour to
play again! Don't worry if the sun hides on summer solstice -- you can still invite your friends for a great time. If it rains, that just means there will be plenty of umbrellas around to play this fun game. Rubber-straw child umbrellas All children's balls need are open umbrellas, upside down on the exposed
floor. (Carpeted areas will not work for this game.) Each player is given a Ping-Pong ball and needs to stand 5 feet from the umbrella. One at a time, the players tried to bounce off their ball once before it landed in an umbrella. The player scored 1 point for each ball that remained without rebounding. Be
sure to use an umbrella with a rubber-bound spine so that no one gets pedaled! Handmade July 4 fun awaits on the next page! For more fun crafts and activities, try: Summertime DecorationsSummer CraftsKids Activities Either road or flight trips, keep kids entertained with travel games, love, and
activities that will enhance their attention. Gabrielle Balkan's The 50 States and 50 Cities of the U.S. (ages 7 to 10) offers info-packed illustrations of destination landmarks, famous residents, historical lumps—even famous food trucks–that children can appear while you're driving together. Balkan Ads likes:
Pirates stories. Great musicians and actors make short games out of stories that real kids have written and sent in, he said. Sometimes they grow from the letters in a moment of a single sentence, and each story is really banana. Age 3+ Reboot DuckTales (aged 6+), available on the DisneyNOW app,
feels every bit as much as the show we remember from the late '80s because executive producer Matt Youngberg grew up avid fans of the original series. Credit Ads: Sarunyu L/Shutterstock Youngberg likes: Moana. My daughter usually watches it a few times on a longer drive, she says. save the sanity
of our parents on a road trip. The age of 6+ Wow Tinkercast in the World (age 5+), spearheaded by Meredith Halpern-Ranzer, got kids asking questions about everyday things around them, such as how horses got their nails. Halpern-Ranzer likes: original music by Tim Kubart or The Laurie Berkner
Band. We threw it away, he said, Our family loves to relax at the top of our lungs on a road trip. Ad Kenny Curtis is the host of animal farm radio shows at SiriusXM's Kids Place Live, a dear channel for songs, skits, and his family's games. He suggests keeping these songs on hand for a long drive:● Keep
Calm and Bring In by Rabbit! Made by veteran indie rockers, Curtis said the infectious upbeat song bolted pop music '60s. ● Paletero Man by Lucky Diaz and Family Hour Band. The Latin Grammy winner serves mosquito couplings to ice cream men. ● Let My Love Open Door by Andrew &amp;& Polly.
Pete Townshend's classic is covered by two children's podcasters. They added joy to the already beloved song. ● Imaginary Friends by Secret Agent 23 Skidoo. Summer banquets, with hip-hop, horns, and preferred beats. ● Lemonade by Justin Roberts. This perennial pop-rock favorite is a happy toetapping song perfect for hearing with rolling windows. Credit: Brooke Slezak This toy has attached pieces or parts that can be stored in the main components. Etch-A-Sketch and Magna Doodle are sold in versions of travel size and children can draw and delete pictures without creating a mess. Magnetic
game colors and sets allow children to use the imagination by creating an endless number of new scenes. When kids use their imagination, they engage in self-expression that builds confidence. Keep these toys in backpacks for trips to doctors' offices, supermarkets, or other places that may lack
playthings. Credit: Fancy/Veer/Corbis Electronic toys are fine for road trips, but if you're on the plane make sure to choose a quiet one. LeapFrog offers many choices of electronic toys that keep young children interested and educated, such as private children's laptops (Leaptops) and guitars that teach
numbers, animals, and animal noise in English and Spanish. V-Tech offers educational electronic toys such as Call Phone 'n Learn, which teaches colors, numbers, and shapes, and Counting Time Measurer Tapes, which teach numbers, colors, and tools. Many electronic toys have a wide range of
modes (such as music, learning, and creative) to offer a wide selection of games that teach basic concepts to understand the world. Advertisement Credit: Julie Interactive Gang books have flaps to lift, tabs to draw, laces to tie, wheels to turn on, moveable stickers, and other ways to improve children's
motor skills. They stimulate children's thoughts and hold his attention a little longer than standard books. Interactive books offer signals that helps children identify words, which can reinforce word recognition. The Cheerios Playbook series gets the little ones to use real Cheerios to fill empty spots
throughout the book. Junior Reading Tag Tags of LeapFrog offers books with mobile devices that read to children aged 2 to 4. Credit: Getty Images Coloring and drawing keep the kids quietly occupied everywhere. Carry bags with crayons or markers can be washed in your wallet or diaper bag, along with
colorbooks, notebooks, or thumbnails. You can draw a basic object for your kids to color or give them free rein to draw what's around them or what comes to mind. According to Sean Brotherson, Advanced Family Science Specialist at the Department of Human Development and Family Sciences at North
Dakota State University, art involved a variety of brain fields that help children learn emotions, cognitive, and memory. Children should have plenty of opportunities to draw, draw, make using a wide variety of art. Children will cultivate their side of art by learning how to identify and mix colors, how to stay
on the line (or not!), and how to express creativity. Credit: Alexandra Grablewski If your child likes to engage in pretend games, it's wise to have light toy cars and figures in hand. It doesn't take much room to play with some Hot Wheels or play zoos with a set of small lions and elephants. Children like
these objects because they have the independence to create their own scripts; They decide what happens with cars and animals, and little control can help keep them easy in uncomfortable conditions. Although structured recreational activities and games have value, the best activities are open. Allow
time for your child to choose and create their own playing scenarios. He'll benefit the most when he stands a chance to explore the themes and ideas that are most important and relevant to him, says Joni Levine, M.Ed., author of the Toddler Activity Book of Everything. Credit Ads: Tom Corbett Asks your
child to find something and then asks him to choose something for you to find. The gameplay is very easy to modify in any environment. Play I Spy in the car and your kids are looking for things by the wayside or on passing cars, such as color, shape, letters, numbers, and animals. If you're using a plane,
select an item in a book and a magazine, or see another passenger. You can offer clues as to what you want them to find instead of telling them what to keep in mind. For example, let's say I'm spying on shapes with three sides instead of me spying on triangulars. Get your little ones in dispersed in
complex thinking by teaching them how objects and letters relate to words. Credit: Marty Baldwin A deck card can you and your little boy are busy for a while. Play children-friendly card games like Go Fish, Old Maid, Slapjack, Memory, and Uno, or try to build card houses. Impress your child with magic
tricks. Allow your child to experiment and create games on their own, and be flexible with the rules. Kids seem to have the most fun they can make a rule when they go. Not only are cards keeping kids busy and nervous, but they are also a good way to teach skills such as taking turns and, if they lose, how
to be a good sport. Scary some social distancing thriller in one of these family-friendly Halloween events takes place across the country with additional COVID-19 security protocols. Read More Help your kids get their erosion while still socially distancing with these indoor and outdoor halloween activities,
decorations, games, and how-to crafts. Read More Entertaining a group of teenagers who have been aged out of tricks or treats? The idea of Halloween party games for teenagers will ensure everyone enjoys the celebrations in a safe and candy environment. Read More From knock jokes for corn puns,
this funny Halloween joke for kids has a small ghost panel and our ghost laughs the hardest. Read More whether you have a second grade obsession with STEM or kindergarten experiments that love slim, getting into the spooky spirit by collaborating on this simple Halloween activity for children,
preschoolers, and big kids. Read More Looking for some spooky child-friendly Halloween music to play around the house (haunted)? Whether you have a toddler who wants to dance to Blippi or tweens ready to do The Monster Mash, we found a song for everyone. Read More
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